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Abstract—The shift of hardware architecture towards parallel
execution led to a broad usage of multi-core processors in
desktop systems and in server systems. The benefit of additional
processor cores for software performance depends on the soft-
ware’s parallelism as well as the operating system scheduler’s
capabilities. Especially, the load on the available processors (or
cores) strongly influences response times and throughput of
software applications. Hence, a sophisticated understanding of
the mutual influence of software behaviour and operating system
schedulers is essential for accurate performance evaluations.
Multi-core systems pose new challenges for performance analysis
and developers of operating systems. For example, an optimal
scheduling policy for multi-server systems, such as shortest
remaining processing time (SRPT) for single-server systems, is
not yet known in queueing theory. In this paper, we present a
detailed experimental evaluation of general purpose operating
system (GPOS) schedulers in symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
environments. In particular, we are interested in the influence of
multiprocessor load balancing on software performance. Addi-
tionally, the evaluation includes effects of GPOS schedulers that
can also occur in single-processor environments, such as I/O-
boundedness of tasks and different prioritisation strategies. The
results presented in this paper provide the basis for the future
development of more accurate performance models of today’s
software systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, multi-core processors with a symmetric mul-

tiprocessing (SMP) architecture are widely used in desktop

systems and in server system. Such systems contain multiple

identical physical processors with the same properties, e.g.,

memory access times and computation power. The broad

introduction of multi-core processors poses new challenges

for software performance evaluation. Software architects and

developers need to determine the performance and scalability

of their applications in SMP environments. In order to pro-

vide the necessary evaluation and/or prediction methods, it is

necessary to understand the determining factors of multi-core

processors for software performance first.

One of the major influences for software performance in

SMP systems is the multiprocessor load-balancing policy

implemented in general purpose operating system (GPOS)

schedulers. Schedulers are responsible for distributing the

system’s load among the available processors. Load balancing

is a multi-criteria optimisation problem in which certain trade-

offs must be accepted. Common goals are high utilization

of processors, and minimal response time for compute- as

well as IO-bound or interactive tasks. Depending on the

trade-off decision, load balancing policies implemented in

GPOS strongly vary with respect to their effect on software

performance.

In queueing theory, the influence of scheduling on perfor-

mance has been intensively studied in [1]. It has been demon-

strated that scheduling can affect response times by several

orders of magnitude. Furthermore, the role of load distribution

in multiprocessor systems became already evident [2], [3].

While the results provide the necessary theoretical background

to gain a deeper understanding of load distribution, real

operating system schedulers show a much higher complexity.

For example, GPOS schedulers can dynamically redistribute

the load of a system depending on a task’s current or previous

behaviour. Hence, a sophisticated understanding of the mutual

influences of software behaviour and GPOS schedulers is

essential for accurate performance evaluations.

In this paper, we aim for a deeper understanding of GPOS

schedulers in SMP systems. We identify the critical factors and

attributes of GPOS schedulers that determine software perfor-

mance in a series of systematic experiments. For this purpose,

we apply the Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) method [4]. In

particular, we evaluate the influences of multiprocessor load

balancing policies on software performance. Furthermore, we

study the influences of time sharing, I/O-bound tasks, and

different prioritisation strategies that are also relevant for

single-processor systems. We specifically consider the oper-

ating systems Windows (Server 2003 and Vista) and Linux

(Kernel 2.6.22).

The main contribution of this paper is an answer to the ques-

tion: What are the relevant factors of GPOS schedulers that

have to be considered in performance prediction? In particular,

we identify the relevant influences of time sharing, scheduling

of compute-bound, I/O-bound, and interactive tasks, different

prioritisation strategies, and multiprocessor load balancing on

software performance. The results of the experiments provide

the necessary information to guide the future development of

accurate prediction models for today’s SMP systems.

This paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we

describe the fundamental concepts of GPOS schedulers for

SMP systems. The experimental method (GQM method) and

the rationale of the experiments (GQM plan) are introduced

in Section III. In Section IV, we describe the setup of the

experiments. The results for single processor systems are

described in Section V and for multiprocessor systems in



Section VI. In Section VII, we present the state-of-the-art of

performance evaluation with respect to different scheduling

policies. Finally, Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. SCHEDULING IN MULTIPROCESSING ENVIRONMENTS

Modern operating systems can handle multiple processors

and cores, including simultaneous multi-threading (SMT),

symmetric multiprocessing (SMP), and non-uniform memory

access (NUMA) architectures. Experience has shown that

scheduling with per-processor run-queues largely outperforms

per-system run-queues for usual desktop and server sys-

tems [5], [6]. However, relying on separate run queues for

each processor requires a well-defined strategy to assign tasks

to processors and to keep the load balanced. In the following,

we describe the strategies implemented in the widely spread

operating systems series Windows and Linux.

A. Windows

To optimise a task’s performance, Windows always tries to

assign one task to the same processor. This policy increases the

probability of finding the task’s data in the processor caches,

which is likely to improve its computation speed. However,

Windows aims to keep all processors busy at the same time.

Each task receives an ideal processor during its creation

following a simple round robin schema. This processor is

always preferred during (re-)allocation. This strategy may

require the task’s insertion into the processor’s run queue

and, in some cases, the interruption of a running task. Only

if the ideal processor is busy and other processors are idle,

Windows looks for an appropriate new processor. Its first

choice is the last processor the task has been running on (if

not the same as the ideal processor). Next, it checks whether

the currently active processor (i.e., the one performing the

scheduling operation) is in the list of idle processors and tries

to allocate the task there. If none of the above processors are

idle Windows allocates the task to the first idle processor that

is not sleeping and the task is allowed to be executed on.

For SMT and NUMA architectures, the processor selection

has to consider various other conditions, e.g., shared internal

resources of a processor and memory access times, which we

omit at this point.

The use of per-processor run queues requires a balance of

the load among the available processors. If a processor is

idle and its run queue is empty, the scheduler searches for

an executable task and moves it to its run queue. This strategy

avoids processors being idle while tasks are awaiting execution

and keeps processor utilisation as high as possible.

B. Linux

The Linux scheduler tries to balance the system’s load

among all available processors and to assign fair shares of

processing time to each task. For its load balancing decisions,

Linux maintains a simplified model of the underlying proces-

sor architecture. Based on these hierarchical structures called

scheduling domains, the scheduler decides when and where to

move tasks.

For each scheduling domain, Linux determines how often

to balance the processors, how much the load must differ to

trigger balancing, and the time until cache affinity of a task

is lost (i.e., the time a task is likely to find valid data in

a processor cache). To maximise performance, Linux always

selects tasks with the least cache affinity for moving. In this

paper, we focus on Linux balancing capabilities in a single

scheduling domain with SMP.

Linux balances SMP systems in regular intervals (called

active balancing). It checks whether the processors in each

domain require balancing. Active balancing ensures that pro-

cessors executing multiple compute-bound tasks also partici-

pate in load balancing. The balancing interval determines how

often balancing efforts occur. The interval grows if the system

tends to stay in balance. For event balancing, the state change

of a processor’s run queue triggers load balancing. Possible

events are the creation of a new task, the awakening of a task,

or the removal of the last task in a processor’s run queue

(creating an idle processor).

III. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY

In the following, we describe the Goal/Question/Metric

approach of Basili et al. [4] (Section III-A). Furthermore,

we present the application of the GQM approach to design

experiments for evaluating the influences of GPOS schedulers

on software performance (Section III-B).

A. Goal/Question/Metric Approach

The Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) approach [4] is a process

model for measurements targeting a particular set of issues

(goals) and a set of rules for the interpretation of the measured

data. In order to be meaningful, measurements must be goal-

oriented and, thus, are defined in a top-down fashion. Basili

et al. argue that measurements, which are not performed in

a goal-oriented way, are likely to be inefficient. The absence

of concrete goals carries the risk of collecting large amounts

of unnecessary data. Large amounts of data and missing goals

may complicate the interpretation of measurements. The GQM

method provides a structured approach for the evaluation of

operating system schedulers with respect to software perfor-

mance.

The GQM method starts with the explicit definition of a

measurement goal. Several questions serve to refine the goal

and to identify its major components that need to be answered

by measurements. Questions are further refined by metrics.

When measurements for each metric have been taken, the

resulting data is interpreted bottom up. Each metric is directed

towards specific questions. The collected data answers the

questions with respect to the goal. This evaluation allows

deciding whether the goal has been attained or not.

B. GQM-Plan

Goal: The experiments that have been conducted in the

scope of this paper serve as a basis for the design of realistic

performance models. These models should capture the most

relevant influences of GPOS schedulers and enable accurate



performance predictions. Therefore, our experiments are di-

rected towards the following goal:

Identify the performance-relevant properties of oper-

ating system schedulers and quantify their effect on

software performance from an application’s point of

view.

Questions: The goal is addressed by several questions that

can be divided into two groups. The first group addresses

performance-relevant properties of single processor schedul-

ing, the second targets multiprocessor load balancing.

a) Scheduling of Single Processor Systems: In general,

operating system schedulers implement a variant of round-

robin scheduling (RR) to share a single processor among

competing tasks. Each task is executed for a fixed time interval

(called timeslice or quantum), pre-empted and the next task in

the queue is executed. Depending on the operating system, the

size of timeslices differs significantly. For example, Windows

XP uses timeslices of 31 ms while Windows Server 2003

uses 187 ms. In software performance prediction, processor

sharing (PS) is a common abstraction of RR. PS is an idealised

approximation of RR where the duration of a timeslice as well

as context switching times converge to zero. If n is the number

of simultaneously running tasks, then each task receives 1/nth

of the processing power. However, experimental results, such

as presented in [1], suggest that software performance can

be very sensitive to modifications of the scheduling policy.

For this reason, we ask: How do RR and timeslices influence
software performance?

Furthermore, GPOS permit the assignment of priorities to

tasks. If multiple tasks with different priorities compete for

the processor, the operating system needs to implement a

strategy to share the processor among these tasks. For example,

Windows strictly prefers tasks with higher priorities. Thus, a

task can only be executed if there is no task with a higher

priority ready for execution. By contrast, Linux shares the

processor among all task. The processing time, which a task

receives, depends on its priority: the higher its priority the

larger is its share of processing time. Thus, we ask: How do
priorities influence software performance?

In order to keep the system responsive and the overall

utilisation high, operating systems use heuristics that iden-

tify compute-bound, I/O-bound, and interactive tasks. The

heuristics implemented in different operating systems can vary

significantly. For example, Windows increases the priority of

tasks that accessed resources (such as semaphores or network

devices) for a specific time. By contrast, Linux tracks the past

computation time and waiting time of a task. Depending on the

ratio of both times it either increases or decreases the priority

of a task. Due to such dependencies, we ask: How does the OS
influence the performance of I/O-bound and interactive tasks?

b) Load-balancing in Symmetric Multiprocessing Sys-
tems: Today’s operating systems implement very different

strategies to balance the load among multiple processors (cf.

Section II). While Linux tries to balance the load evenly, Win-

dows tries to minimise the balancing effort while keeping all

processors busy. Both strategies are likely to react differently

under the same load conditions.

In the scope of this paper, we focus on two specific

scenarios. In the first scenario, we minimise the number of

events that trigger load balancing and, at the same time,

impose a highly unbalanced load on the system. This scenario

allows us to answer the question: How does active, periodic
load balancing influence software performance?

In the second scenario, we introduce multiple events that

can trigger load balancing and, again, start with a highly im-

balanced load. This setting allows us to answer the following

question: How do events (e.g. wait operations) influence the
load distribution?

Metrics: To answer the questions presented above, we use

the metrics response time, throughput, and load distribution.

In the following, we give the definitions for these metrics used

in the scope of this paper.

Response Time: A task’s response time is highly sensitive

to changes of the scheduling policies [1]. Therefore, it is a

good indicator for possible performance influence of specific

properties of operating system schedulers.

The response time of a task is the time span from the start

of its computation to its completion. More formally, let T
denote a finite set of tasks τ , tr ∈ R≥0 one response time

measurement of τ , and P(R≥0) the power set of response time

measurements, then the set of response time measurements

of task τ is a function RT : T → P(R≥0). For example,

the set of response time measurements of some task τ1 is

RT(τ1) = {1.5, 1.7, 1.3, 4.3}. Given a set of response time

measurements, we can further define its arithmetic mean

E[RT(τ)] =

∑
tr∈RT(τ) tr

|RT(τ)|
as well as all other statistical values, such as median, variance,

or coefficient of variation (CV ) [7]. Furthermore, E[RT(T )] =
E[

⋃
τ∈T RT(τ)] denotes the average response time of all tasks

τ ∈ T .

Throughput: During our experiments, throughput is only

of interest to determine the effect of priorities on performance.

The share of time assigned to a task varies for different

priorities. Thus, we can expect the throughput to change for

tasks with different priorities. However, for all other scenarios,

throughput plays a minor role since we have a low variance

of job sizes and closed workloads [1].

Throughput is defined as the number of request completions

during some fixed time interval. Let τ be the task of interest

and M the time interval during which the response time

measurements RT(τ) have been taken. Then, we can simply

define the throughput TP of τ as

TP(τ) =
|RT(τ)|

M
.

Load Distribution: The load distribution is good indicator

for how ”well” the load is distributed among the available

processors. It allows to evaluate the effect of different load

balancing strategies under different conditions.



In order to determine the load distribution, it is necessary

to measure or estimate the load of individual processor cores.

However, some operating systems (such as Windows Server

2003) do not support the measurement of a single processor’s

queue length. For other operating systems the granularity of

measurements (e.g., the interval time when the queue length

is updated) varies significantly. Since the underlying operating

system must not influence the measurements, we propose the

following heuristic approximation.

We estimate the load of a processor based on the response

times of the currently running tasks. In our experiments, we

chose computation times and workloads in such a way that

PS represents a good approximation for the single processor

scheduling. Having this in mind, we can compute the number

of simultaneously running tasks by dividing the task response

times by their raw computation time. For example, if a tasks

processing time is 250 ms, the estimation computes a load of

two tasks for a response time of 500 ms.

However, the execution of multiple tasks can overlap and a

task’s delay can further shift the overlap. Therefore, we cluster

response times around multiples of the processing time. For

the example above, we use a tolerance bound of ± 125 ms

(half of the service demand) and, thus, consider all response

times form 375 ms to 625 ms as concurrent execution of two

tasks.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING

In this section, we describe the setting of the experiments

conducted in order to answer the questions posed in Sec-

tion III-B. For this purpose, it is necessary to first clarify

the assumptions underlying the experiments (Section IV-A).

Then, we describe the hardware and software environment

(Section IV-B) and introduce the load generator used in the

scope of the experiments (Section IV-C).

A. Assumptions

The following assumptions define the scope of the experi-

ments and ensure that the results are interpreted correctly.

Symmetric Multiprocessing Environments: In Section VI,

we explicity focus on the performance influence of GPOS

schedulers in SMP environments. In such systems, all proces-

sors and cores are similar with respect to their performance

properties. We explicitly exclude processor architectures with

specialized cores which can handle certain types of request

faster than others (such as IBM’s cell processor [8]). Further-

more, we exclude the influence of power-saving functionality

that allows throttling the processing power in our experiments.

Excluding the Influence of Memory Access: In symmetric

multiprocessing environments, different processors and cores

may share common caches and memory buses. These low-level

resources can become a limiting factor for the scalability of

software applications. A task’s memory usage, the processor’s

cache sizes, and the memory buses together determine the in-

fluence of memory accesses on software performance. Hence,

the effect size varies for different processor architectures [9],

[10], [11], [12]. The explicit exclusion of memory access keeps

the evaluation largely independent of the chosen processor

type (e.g., AMD X2 or Intel Core 2 Duo).
Limited Consideration of I/O Load: In our experiments,

we focus on the effect of I/O-bound tasks on scheduling

considering semaphores and network devices only. Both are

typical I/O examples and affect the scheduling of tasks.

However, they are not sufficient to reflect the influence of

any I/O load on software performance in general. This focus

avoids device-dependent effects such as caching effects of hard

drives.

B. Hardware and Software Environment
The description of the experiment environment presented

in this section should enable the reproduction of the experi-

ment. It includes a description of the hardware and software

environment, the implemented test driver and the measurement

method.
Hardware: The experiments have been conducted on two

different dual-core processors of different vendors: i) Intel

Pentium D, 3 GHz, 2 GB RAM and ii) AMD Athlon 64 X2

Dual Core Processor 5200+, 2.61 GHz, 2 GB RAM. We also

evaluated the influences of multiprocessor load balancing on

a quad-core processor, an Intel Core 2 Quad Q6600 with 2.4

GHz and 2 GB RAM.
Software: On all three machines we installed the follow-

ing operating systems: Windows Server 2003 (SP2), Windows

Vista (SP1), and Ubuntu 7.10 Desktop Edition (Kernel 2.6.22).

In all cases, we used Java to execute the experiments on

different platforms. The used Java virtual machine was a Java

HotSpot(TM) Client VM (build 1.6.0 03-b05, mixed mode,

sharing).

C. Load Generator
Resource demands specified in the experiment scenarios

need to be mapped to actual code that consumes the specified

amount of processing time. We used algorithms like the

Fast Fourier Transform or Fibonacci number computations

to generate the necessary load. Such algorithms are, for

example, used in the SPEC CPU2000 benchmark to measure

the performance of a processor [13], [14]. Unfortunately,

these benchmarks do not provide the information necessary to

answer the questions specified in Section III-B and, thus, have

to be adjusted for our purposes. Therefore, we implemented

a resource demand generator [10] that automatically deter-

mines input parameters for an algorithm to meet the specified

resource demands on a given platform. During a calibration

phase, the dependency of input parameters and processing time

is identified for an algorithm. The results are used to generate

the request load during execution. The calibration measures

the execution time of an algorithm in the single-threaded

case, i.e., its (almost) uninterrupted and undisturbed execution

time. During the experiment, the system may process multiple

requests simultaneously. The measured performance metrics

reflect influences of the underlying platform such as resource

contention and caching effects. Thus, different load generating

algorithms can lead to different performance results when

executed simultaneously.



V. PERFORMANCE INFLUENCES OF SINGLE PROCESSOR

SCHEDULING

In this section, we answer the questions that address the

influence of single processor scheduling on software perfor-

mance (cf. Section III-B). The questions target the influence of

RR scheduling and timeslices, task priorities, and I/O-bound

and interactive tasks.

Timeslices and RR Scheduling: Most GPOS schedulers

implement a variant of RR scheduling to share a single proces-

sor among multiple tasks. In software performance prediction,

PS is an analytical approximation of RR. However, the quality

of the approximation achieved by PS strongly depends on

the examined scenario. In cases where the duration of a

single task is smaller than a single timeslice, the prediction

error can reach a multiple of the actual performance. To

evaluate this dependency, we ran a simulation experiment for

a simple example. A single server can process jobs either

with RR, PS, or FCFS (first-come first-served). Jobs arrive

in an open workload with a Poisson distribution and arrival

rate λ = 1/21ms. The service time of each task is 20 ms

(processing rate μ = 1/20ms). These values result in an

overall utilisation of λ/μ = 0.95. The mean response times

observed during the experiment are as follows:

Scheduling Policy Mean Response Time

RR 231.5 ms

FCFS 254.7 ms

PS 488.3 ms

In this scenario, the response times for PS and RR differ by

a factor of two. By contrast, the deviation of FCFS and RR

is approximately 10%. The relation of requested computation

time and timeslices results in a better approximation of RR

by FCFS than by PS. While this effect is to be expected,

the size of the deviation is not. Similar effects have been

observed in [1]. However, if the service time of a task is

much larger than a single timeslice, PS can provide a good

approximation [15]. In real GPOS schedulers, timeslices are

realised in various ways and their influence strongly depends

on the considered scenario. Thus, timeslices should be mod-

elled explicitly in software performance prediction.

Priorities – Fair and Unfair Time Sharing: In GPOS,

different priorities can be assigned to tasks. In general, higher

priority tasks are preferred over lower priority tasks. However,

GPOS schedulers implement different strategies to share the

processor among competing tasks with different priorities.

Windows strictly prefers higher priority tasks over lower

priority one. In other words, a task τl with priority pl is only

executed if there is no task τh with priority ph and ph > pl.

This strategy can lead to starvation of tasks with low priorities.

By contrast, Linux assigns processing time to tasks according

to their priority, i.e., the higher the priority of a task is the

larger is its share of processing time.

A small experiment demonstrates the effect of varying

timeslices on software performance under Linux. Its results are

shown in Figure 1. In the experiment, two tasks with different

priorities are executed concurrently in a closed workload

Fig. 1. Throughput [req/min] of task th and tl with different priorities under
Linux.

(without thinktime). Both tasks demand approximately 500

ms of processing time. If priorities are close to each other,

both tasks receive the same share of processing time and,

thus, experience a similar throughput (Scenario 1). The more

the priorities differ, the larger becomes the difference of the

throughput (Scenario 2 - 4).

For Windows, the difference of priorities does not influence

the performance of tasks τh and τl. As long as ph is larger

than pl, τl is (nearly) starving and receives only very limited

amount of processing time (60ms every 4000 ms) [6]. For

these reasons, the influence of the implemented time sharing

strategy should be modelled explicitly.

c) I/O-bound and Interactive Tasks: GPOS schedulers

implement heuristics to optimise the overall system utilisation.

In general, they favour I/O-bound and interactive tasks in order

to keep the overall resource utilisation (besides the processor)

high and to keep the system responsive at the same time. For

this purpose, the scheduler needs to identify tasks that spend

only a small fraction of time processing. Preferring these tasks

over others can improve the overall system performance. Linux

and Windows implement two inherently different strategies to

reach this goal. In the following, we describe both strategies

in more detail.

Windows implements a heuristic based on the resources

used by a task. It increases (or boosts) the priority of a

task whenever the task accesses a resource, e.g., acquires a

semaphore or reads data from a network device. The priority

bonus depends on the resource. If a task receives a bonus, its

priority slowly decays back to its original value.

Figure 2 illustrates the effect of priority boosts on response

time for the Windows operating system series. For the experi-

ment, an open workload is generated, where an interactive (or

I/O-bound) task τi and a compute-bound (or non-interactive)

task τn arrive simultaneously. The resource demand of τi is

20 ms and its priority is pi = 8. The resource demand of τn

is 500 ms and its priority is pn = 9. As long as τi is not

boosted, it is delayed by τn. However, τi receives different

boosts depending on the resources used.

Figure 2(a) shows how the resource used by τi affects its

mean response time. If no resource is used (i.e., in the compar-

ison scenario), τi is delayed by the complete execution time

of τn which leads to a mean response time of approximately

520 ms. The cumulative distribution function (see Figure 2(b))
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shows that this holds for all measurements. In the case of

semaphore acquisition, task τi receives a priority bonus of

1 for (approximately) one timeslice. The bonus allows 30%

of τi’s requests to finish in about 20 ms while 70% are still

delayed by τn. If a network connection is accessed, the priority

bonus is 2 and lasts approximately 2 timeslices. Thus, τi can

finish its request immediately leading to a mean response time

of about 20 ms.

Linux implements a heuristic based on the time a task

spends processing compared to the time it spends waiting.

The relation of both processing times is mapped to priority

bonuses or penalties between -5 and +5. A detailed evaluation

of this strategy on software performance can be found in [16],

[15]. In both cases, the authors observed that the scaling of

dynamic priorities is not linear. A sharp jump of priorities from

a penalty of 5 to a bonus of 5 occurs when a task spends

at least 12% of its processing time waiting. This non-linear

behaviour affects the performance of I/O-bound or interactive

tasks as well as other tasks that are executed concurrently.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF MULTIPROCESSOR

LOAD BALANCING

In this section, we evaluate the influence of multiproces-

sor load balancing on software performance in a controlled

experiment. In the course of the experiments, we consider

two different scenarios, which have been specifically designed

to answer the questions posed in Section III-B. Furthermore,

the experiments exclude disturbing effects of single processor

scheduling (such as priority bonuses or penalties) as good as

possible. In the following, we describe both scenarios in more

detail.

A. Scenarios

With respect to multiprocessor load balancing, we are

particularly interested in i) the influence of active (periodic)

load balancing on software performance and ii) the influence

of events (e.g. wait operations) on the load distribution.

Therefore, we define two scenarios called heavy load and

moderate load that address specific properties of both

load balancing aspects. Scenario heavy load imposes con-

tinuous heavy load on all processor cores and, thus, leads to

only few events that could trigger load balancing. In order

to introduce events that can trigger load balancing, scenario

moderate load introduces waiting times for each running

task.

In both scenarios, multiple tasks are executed in a closed

workload. Each task requests a specific computation time

using the load generator described in Section IV-B. Table I

summarises the computation time and think time for sce-

narios heavy load and moderate load. THeavy and

TModerate denote the set of tasks belonging to the respective

scenario.

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF THE USED CLOSED WORKLOAD SCENARIOS.

task name computation think time tasks

time tc[ms] tw[ms] per processor

THeavy 250 0 (7/0)

TModerate 250 10 (7/0)

In order to allow the examination of load balancing effects

on software performance, we enforced an intentionally imbal-

anced load distribution at the beginning of each experiment.

We assigned all tasks to the first of the two available processors

of the dual-core processor leaving the second processor idle

(denoted by (7/0) in Table I).

B. Heavy Load Scenario

Figure 3 shows the measured response time and load

distributions (cf. Section III-B) for the load balancing policies

implemented in Linux 2.6.22 and Windows Server 2003. In

the following, we describe the results of our experiments for

both policies and discuss their differences.

Linux: In the observed load distribution for Linux (Fig-

ure 3(a), light gray), four tasks share one processor while the

three remaining tasks share the other. Equation (Linux.1.a)

generalises this observation for a system with n tasks and m
processors:

Load(CPUi) =

{
�n/m� i > n mod m

�n/m� i ≤ n mod m
(Linux.1.a)



(a) Scenario THeavy : Stable distribution of tasks to processors.

(b) Scenario THeavy : Response time distribution.

Fig. 3. Results of the experiments for scenario heavy load.

Linux targets an (almost) equal distribution of tasks among

the processors. Equation (Linux.1.a) formalises the optimal

balancing.

The corresponding task response time distribution (Fig-

ure 3(b)) has peaks at 650 ms, 850 ms, and 1150 ms. The

timeslices of the Linux scheduler and the load distribution

explain the peaks. In our experiment, we have two processor

cores where one executes three and the other four tasks.

Furthermore, the response time is split into two peaks for

each processor. The distribution is a result of segmenting

the computation time (denoted by tc) on timeslices (denoted

by TS). In order to explain the results, we need a function

onCpu : T → {CPU1, . . . ,CPUm} that returns the processor

a task is assigned to. Equation (Linux.1.b) expresses the depen-

dencies of timeslices and peaks for a task τ , Load(onCpu(τ)),
and timeslice TS:

min(RT(τ)) = �tc/ TS� ∗ Load(onCpu(τ)) ∗ TS
+(tc mod TS)

max(RT(τ)) = min(RT(τ))
+(Load(onCpu(τ)) − 1) ∗ TS

(Linux.1.b)

To determine the minimal response time (min(RT(τ))) of task

τ , the least number of preemptions during the computation

(�tc/ TS�) is multiplied by the current load of the processor

executing the task (Load(onCpu(τ))) and the timeslice dura-

tion TS. The result includes the minimal time that τ spends

waiting as well as the largest part of its processing time.

Adding the remaining processing time (tc mod TS) yields the

minimal response time of τ . To compute the maximal response

time (max(RT(τ))), the waiting time for an additional preem-

tion ((Load(onCpu(τ)) − 1) ∗ TS) is added to min(RT(τ)).
For a computation time of tc = 250 ms, a timeslice

of TS = 100 ms, and a load of Load(onCpu(τ)) = 3,

the equation yields the response times min(RT(τ)) =
650 and max(RT(τ)) = 850. Furthermore, a load of

Load(onCpu(τ)) = 4 yields min(RT(τ)) = 850ms and

max(RT(τ)) = 1150 ms. These results directly correspond

to the observations in our experiment. In general, an average

response time of max(RT(τ)) occurs every TS /(tc mod TS)
requests and min(RT(τ)) in the remaining cases.

d) Time Necessary for Load Balancing: Linux requires

an initial balancing period to achieve a balanced situation. The

balancing effort increases with a higher number of tasks. While

Linux achieves a stable balance in 1.6 seconds for a system

with three tasks and two processors, it requires more than 6

seconds for seven tasks.

Windows: For Windows (Server 2003 and Vista), the

measured load distribution (Figure 3(a), dark gray) shows

a larger imbalance compared to active-balancing. One task

executes without interruption on the second processor while

the remaining six tasks share the first processor. Equa-

tion (Windows.1.a) generalises this observation for a system

with n tasks and m processors:

Load(CPUi) =

{
n − m + 1 i = 1
1 ∀i �= 1

(Windows.1.a)

The equation expects almost all tasks to be condensed on a

single processor. The remaining processors execute a single

task each. This behaviour is caused by Windows’ load bal-

ancing policy that moves tasks only if a processor becomes

idle. Thus, the initial imbalance (cf. Table I) remains during

the whole experiment.

As to be expected from the load distribution, the response

time distribution of all tasks (Figure 3(b)) shows two peaks at

250 ms and 1500 ms. In general, we can expect the following

response times for a task τ with a computation time tc in a

system with a load of Load(onCpu(τ)):

E[RT(τ)] = Load(onCpu(τ)) ∗ tc (Windows.1.b)

For tc = 250 ms and Load(onCpu(τ)) = 1
(Load(onCpu(τ)) = 6), the equation yield the measured

response times of E[RT(τ)] = 250 ms (E[RT(τ)] = 1500ms).
e) Decaying Load: Under Windows, load balancing is

only triggered at the very beginning as the results in Sec-

tion VI-B indicate. However, if the number of active tasks

decreases over the duration of the experiment, load balancing



is triggered whenever a processor becomes idle. In this case,

Windows moves a task from the busiest processor to the idle

one. For a system with n tasks and m processors at time t,
the load distribution follows Equation (Windows.1.a).

Discussion of Scenario heavy load: The results of

our experiments for the heavy load scenario demonstrate

the differences between the the load balancing policies im-

plemented in Windows and Linux with respect to their opti-

mization goal. While Windows minimises the overhead and

effort of load balancing, it accepts possibly large imbalances.

By contrast, Linux balances the overall load distribution ac-

cepting possible costs for the additional load balancing effort.

Windows targets an optimal utilisation of available processors.

In our experiments, its load balancing policy resulted in a task

distribution of (6/1). By contrast, Linux tries to equally balance

the load on all processors. Its load balancing policy leads to

a task distribution of (4/3) for the considered scenario.

C. Moderate Load Scenario

Figure 4 shows the load and response time distributions

for scenario moderate load. Analogously to the previous

section, we describe the results for Linux’ and Windows’ load

balancing policies and discuss their differences.
Linux: For Linux, the measured load distribution (Fig-

ure 4(a), light gray) shows a larger variance compared to

scenario heavy load. For 77% of all requests, the load

is equally distributed between both processors as specified

in Equation (Linux.1.a). However, the remaining 23% ex-

perience imbalances. This effect is caused by the waiting

time introduced in scenario moderate load. The waiting

time requires the continuous redistribution of tasks, since

load changes continuously. Load balancing does not always

react immediately on load changes. Furthermore, the number

of active tasks varies during the experiment run. All these

factors contribute to the observed imbalances. However, Equa-

tion (Linux.1.a) explains the observed behaviour for almost

80% of all requests.

The combined response times of all tasks RT(TModerate)
(Figure 4(b)) lie in the interval ranging from 350 ms to

1150 ms. Compared to scenario heavy load, task response

times show a larger and also softer distribution. Generally,

the expected mean response times for a task τ ∈ TModerate

depends on the number of tasks n and processors m as well

as the computation time tc (with tc > TS) and waiting time

tw (with tw < TS):

E[RT(τ)] =

{
tc if n ≤ m

tc ∗ n/m − tw if n > m
(Linux.2.a)

In the first case, there are more processors than tasks. Thus,

each task can proceed without interruption. In the second

case, processing time is shared among tasks according to PS

(tc∗n/m). Additionally, the task’s waiting time has to be sub-

tracted from its overall response time. This is necessary since

all other tasks continue processing while τ is waiting. When τ
returns, the currently running tasks already processed tw of its

timeslice. For scenario heavy load, Equation (Linux.2.a) yields

(a) Scenario TModerate: Stable distribution of tasks to processors.

(b) Scenario TModerate: Response time distribution.

Fig. 4. Results of the experiments for scenario moderate load.

E[RT(τ)] = 865 ms. The measured waiting time (822.3 ms)

deviates approximately 5% from the expectation.

The deviation of mean response times of individual tasks

can give further insight into the capabilities of a load balancing

policy. For active-balancing, each task received approximately

the same share of processing time. The coefficient of variation

(ratio of standard deviation σ and mean μ: CV = σ/μ) of

the mean response times of all tasks τ1, . . . , τn ∈ TModerate

is CV ({E[RT(τ1)], . . . ,E[RT(τn)]}) = 2.4%. The low CV
points towards a balanced system.

Windows: The load distribution for Windows (Fig-

ure 4(a), dark gray) shows much stronger imbalances com-

pared to Linux. The best approximation of an equal distri-

bution (3/4) only occurs for 16% (three tasks) and 12% (four

tasks) of all requests. In the most likely case, either two (27%)

or five (26%) tasks are executed concurrently. Interestingly,

19% of all requests are processed without interruption. Their

response time time is equal to the uncontended processing time

of 250 ms. The expected counterpart of six concurrent tasks

(distribution (1/6)) does not occur, since the waiting times of

each task reduce the overall load.

The measured response times for all tasks of scenario
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Fig. 5. Scenario TModerate: Response time distribution.

moderate load RT(TModerate) are distributed between

250 ms and 1200 ms (cf. Figure 4(b)). The response times

are grouped at several local peaks (see Figure 5). Using

Equation (Linux.2.a) as an approximation of the mean re-

sponse time of all tasks yields E[RT(τ)] = 865 ms. The result

deviates about 110 ms from the measurements. Analogously

to Linux, the measured response time does not include ini-

tial queueing before the task is processed. Instead the time

in the queue is assigned to the waiting time leading to a

measured waiting time of 135 ms. For a waiting time of

135 ms, Equation Linux.2.a yields an expected mean response

time of 740 ms. This result is much closer to the actually

measured value of 755.5 ms (deviation ≈ 2%). For all n tasks

τ1, . . . , τn ∈ TModerate, the coefficient of variation CV of

set {E[RT(τ1)], . . . ,E[RT(τn)]} is 3.7%. The low coefficient

indicates that each task receives the same amount of processing

time on the long term.
Discussion of Scenario moderate load: In scenario

moderate load, the load balancing policies of Windows

and Linux can strongly affect the load distribution and re-

sponse times of tasks. For both policies, the load is more dis-

tributed compared to the heavy load scenario (see Figure 4(a)

and 3(a)). Even though Linux cannot achieve the optimal load

distribution, it still keeps a better balance than Windows. For

both policies, the task response times show a less regular

distribution. However, the CV of the mean response times

of all tasks is less than 5%. For scenario heavy load,

the response times of single tasks varied by multiples. The

reduced CV for scenario moderate load points towards a better

balanced system.

VII. RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarise existing work concerned with

the evaluation of the performance influences of multiprocessor

load balancing policies. We focus on work targeting general-

purpose operating systems and briefly summarises results from

the area of queueing theory.
General Purpose Operating Systems: Chanin, Correa et

al. [17], [18] analysed the influence of different load balancing

polices for Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) systems

on software performance focussing on the effect of different

memory access times. They proposed an optimised multilevel

load balancing algorithm and demonstrated with simulations,

measurements and formal analyses of stochastic automata

networks the possible performance gain of the new algorithm.

However, the results of the simulation and formal analysis

are contradicting. While the simulation and measurements

yielded a performance gain of 2.2% to 10% depending on the

underlying hardware architecture [18], the analytical results

predicted an improvement of at most 1% [17]. The authors

do not address the differences in the results of the predictions

and measurements in the mentioned papers.

Kluge et al. [19] developed a framework for monitoring the

Linux scheduler called VAMPIR that observes the number of

task movements in multi-processor environments. In a larger

case study, they observed the schedulers load balancing be-

haviour for a MPI application in three different scenarios. The

results of Kluge et al. pointed out strong mutual dependencies

between multiprocessor load balancing, task behaviour, and

synchronisation methods. Different synchronisation methods

and partitioning of the overall work into smaller blocks

strongly affected the overall response times.

In [20], Bulpin and Pratt evaluate the performance of

different SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks in an simultaneous

multithreading (SMT) environment. They systematically exe-

cuted different combinations of benchmarks concurrently. The

results show that the actual performance gain or loss caused

by the SMT technology strongly depends on the properties of

the combined benchmarks. The observed effect ranges from a

performance gain of more than 30% to a slowdown of more

than 20%.

Single Processor and Multi Processor Scheduling in
Queueing Theory: While scheduling policies for single-server

systems (extended policies surveyed in [21]) are well studied

and analytically tractable, multi-server queueing models pose

several new challenges [22]. For example, the SRPT policy,

which is proven to be the optimal scheduling policy with

respect to mean response time for single-server queues, is not

optimal for multi-server systems [23]. An optimal strategy for

multi-server systems is yet unknown. Furthermore, analytical

solutions have a limited availability, i.e., for specific combi-

nations of scheduling and routing policies. Harchol-Balter et

al. [24] analysed multi-server systems with prioritisation and

compared the resulting response times with their single-server

counterparts. They came to the conclusion that the effects of

prioritisation in multi-server systems cannot be predicted by

considering a comparable single-server system.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented a series of systematic experi-

ments to identify and quantify the performance-relevant factors

of the schedulers implemented in Windows (Server 2003

and Vista) and Linux (Kernel 2.6.22). In our experiments,

we identified different influences on software performance



including: time sharing, prioritisation strategies, interactive

and I/O-bound tasks, and multiprocessor load balancing.

For single-processor scheduling, the experiments demon-

strated that the effect of simple round-robin scheduling on

software performance depends on the type of workload and

request sizes. Common performance models, such as processor

sharing, can result in large prediction errors if utilisation

is high and service times are smaller than a single times-

lice. Furthermore, the heuristics to identify I/O-bound and

interactive tasks affect the response time and throughput of

tasks in a highly utilised system. The heuristics implemented

in Windows and Linux behave entirely different, sometimes

leading to unexpected behaviour [16], [15].

Multi-processor load balancing policies optimise perfor-

mance with respect to different goals. Windows keeps the

average utilisation high and tolerates major imbalances of the

load. This policy can lead to a high variance in response times

but achieves a good overall throughput. This effect becomes

most evident in the heavy load scenario where the initial

imbalances remain for the whole experiment. By contrast,

Linux keeps an equally balanced system and accepts the higher

costs for load balancing for the benefit of less variance in

response time. Compared to Windows, this policy leads to a

lower variance of response times for scenarios heavy load
and moderate load.

The results presented in this paper provide a detailed

evaluation of the performance influences of GPOS schedulers

in symmetric multiprocessing environments. Currently, we

are developing performance models for schedulers of SMP

systems based on timed Coloured Petri Nets (CPN) [25]. The

models include the influences of time sharing, priorities, I/O-

boundedness, and multiprocessor load balancing. The CPN is

hierarchically structured and comprises composable subnets

for various parts of scheduling policies (e.g., multiprocessor

load balancing). For design-time performance predictions, we

plan to couple detailed scheduler models with behavioural

models of the software system. Detailed models for common

schedulers will be kept in a repository to reduce the complexity

for software architects and performance analysts to a simple

selection. Furthermore, we are evaluating and modelling the

effect of scheduling in virtualised environments. Our scheduler

performance model is designed in such a way that it can be

extended towards virtualisation.
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